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Introduction: Only one court has ever had doing what’s fair as part of its official 
mission: the chancery (or equity) court. With different names in different locales, it was 
often the go-to court for divorces, guardianships, real property partition and more. 
Whenever and wherever they exist, chancery court records should always be consulted 
as part of every genealogist’s reasonably exhaustive search. 

Some Basic Concepts 

 A 30-second history of the law: The initial foundation of English law was the 
royal decree. Courts came into existence to enforce the decrees, and to provide a dispute 
resolution system for individuals. These law courts had rigid rules of procedure but 
could provide money damages in cases heard by a jury. An unsuccessful litigant might 
petition the King to overturn a law court decision claiming it wasn’t fair or money 
damages weren’t enough to redress the problem. Eventually these cases were referred to 
a Chancellor, giving rise to a second court system—the courts of chancery or equity. 
These parallel court systems were carried over into some of the colonies, which 
established separate courts for law and equity, while others gave both law and equity 
power to a single court. Over time, most jurisdictions gave the whole range of legal 
authority to one court—Texas did so under its 1846 Constitution, giving district courts 
power over cases “without regard to any distinction between law and equity.” Only a few 
states today have separate courts handling  law and equity matters.  

  The law-versus-chancery distinction: By definition, a court of chancery is “a 
court of equity” and equity is a “system of jurisprudence … the object of which is to 
render the administration of justice more complete, by affording relief where the courts 
of law are incompetent to give it, or to give it with effect, or by exercising certain 
branches of jurisdiction independently of them.” It is “that part of the law which... (1) 
administers trusts, mortgages, and other fiduciary obligations; (2) administers and 
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adjusts common-law rights where the courts of common law have no machinery; (3) 
supplies a specific and preventive remedy for common-law wrongs where courts of 
common law only give subsequent damages.” [Henry Campbell Black, A Dictionary of 
Law (St. Paul, Minn. : West, 1891), 428, “equity.”] 

 The adequate remedy at law: In general, “[e]quitable relief is generally 
available only when a legal remedy is insufficient or inadequate in some way.” [Wex, 
Legal Information Institute, Cornell Law School (https://www.law.cornell.edu/wex), 
“equity: an overview.”] A remedy at law is considered adequate when money damages 
can compensate for the loss that’s being claimed.  

 Equitable remedies: The kinds of remedies a chancery or equity court can 
issue that a law court generally cannot include: (1) an injunction — an order either 
making someone do something or stopping him from doing something; (2) specific 
performance requiring someone to do exactly what a contract requires; or (3) an order 
fixing the status of a person, such as an order of adoption or filiation (establishing a 
legal parent-child relationship) or a decree of divorce (terminating a marriage). 

Kinds of Cases in Equity 

Cases involving property, adoption, divorce and other matters where money damages 
were not always adequate were generally assigned to the chancery courts. For example, 
in Delaware, colonial chancery cases included: 

 “an equitable lien on an inheritance;  
 a bill to equitably redeem land subject to a mortgage;  
 bills for specific performance;  
 a bill for liberty by an indentured servant;  
 a bill to enjoin enforcement of a note given in contract for an unhealthy slave;  
 cases relating to an estate settlement;  
 petitions to sell property of a ward;  
 trustees' accountings; breaches of trust petition in a land sale;  
 a petition to stay waste by a life tenant;  
 a petition to cancel a bond[;] 
 separate maintenance [cases;] 
 a petition to compel completion of an apprentice contract of a river and bay 

pilot[;] and… 
 numerous commissions to take depositions of witnesses primarily to perpetuate 

their testimony as to land boundaries.” [Quillen and Hanrahan, “A Short History 
of the Delaware Court of Chancery,” Delaware State Courts.] 

Reasons Why Genealogists Should Love Chancery Cases 

Both because of the types of cases that were handled by chancery courts and because of 
the nature of the proofs that had to be presented in such cases, chancery or equity 
records are among the most genealogically rich court records that exist.  

In Ohio, for example, “Although the estate packet in probate court may hold information 
on an early Ohio ancestor, … [m]ore information may appear in a chancery case that 
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dealt with partitioning the land among the heirs or in a case that petitioned the court to 
sell the land of the deceased. Often these cases gave death dates, names of heirs, 
relationships, residences, and descriptions of the land.” [Card, “Ohio Chancery Court 
Records.” Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center.]  

Chancery court records may be vital to: 

 Establish the party’s occupation. 
 Establish the party’s religion. 
 Establish the party’s socioeconomic status. 
 Establish the literacy of the parties and others involved in the litigation. 
 Identify the party’s heirs at law and, usually, at least some members of the party’s 

family. 
 Identify relationship among those identified in court documents. 
 Recreate a family structure through relationships set out in the documents. 
 Establish the maiden names of women. 
 Distinguish among individuals of the same name. 
 Identify members of the party’s FAN club (friends, associates and neighbors). 
 Identify persons associated with the party not otherwise recorded in land and 

similar records, such as slaves or tenants. 
 Supplement or replace other records, including land, tax and census records. 
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